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SPACE OCEANOGRAPHY
APPLICATIONS & BENEFITS
E. E. Ludwick, Jr.
General Electric Company
Mississippi Test Support Dept.
Bay St.Louis, Mississippi
o
o

The Marine Resources and Engineering Devel
opment Act of 1966 set forth certain national
goals with respect to marine science from which
specific objectives for ocean activity are de
rived. These objectives are:
o
o
o

Inherent in the achievement of these objec
tives is the need for more detailed, comprehen
sive knowledge of the ocean than is now currently
available. Also, this collection of data needs
to be synoptic and worldwide in nature and the
processing as close to real time as possible.

Improvement of forecasting weather
and ocean conditions.
Enhancement of commerce and trans
portation.
Increase harvest from the sea.

As a result of the development of space
technology, a powerful new tool is now becoming
available to satisfy much of this oceanographic
data requirement in support of national objec
tives. This paper reviews the previous effort,
requirement for, and the technological feasi
bility of space oceanography. Finally, it pro
vides practical examples of how the use of space
technology may technically and economically en
hance the collection of oceanographic data in
support of national requirements.

Information/data gathering requirements
over the ocean in support of these objectives
include synopticity (quality of affording a gen
eral view of the world), aerial coverage, and
real time data collection and processing. This
paper will show that existing and planned space
technology has unique advantages for satisfying
these requirements and, hence has great poten
tial for furthering national oceanic goals.

Much of the material for the paper comes
from a 1967 study sponsored by the National
Council on Marine Resources and Engineering De
velopment, performed by the General Electric
Company's Missile and Space Division, and man
aged by the author.

To begin with, a brief review of the infor
mation/data gathering requirements in support of
national oceanic objectives is given to provide
a basis on which to judge the capabilities and
advantages of space technology in this activity.
Next, applicable space technology is de
scribed, including characteristics of space sen
sors, booster capabilities, and earth coverage
capabilities. Three time-phased postulated
oceanographic sensing satellite systems also are
described.

Previous Effort
As a part of its Earth Resources Survey Pro
gram established in 1964, the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration (NASA) decided to
determine the interest of the oceanographic com
munity in the use of remote sensing from space
craft. As a result, a series of conferences,
questionnaires, cooperative efforts, and experi
ments have been carried out to determine the
feasibility of employing earth-orbiting space
craft for conducting peaceful scientific and
technological studies of the world's oceans.
NASA also requested the assistance of the naval
oceanographic office (NAVOCEANO) in coordinating
those efforts. Therefore, the NASA-NAVOCEANO
Spacecraft Oceanography (SPOC) Project of the
U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office was created, and
its ad hoc Government-wide advisory group which
consists of seven other Governmental departments.

Finally, the potential advantages of utiliz
ing this technology for oceanographic data col
lection in support of national objectives are Il
lustrated through the use of several specific
examples in each of three areas:
o
o
o

Ocean exploration
Oceanic commerce and transportation
Commercial fishing
Introduction

General
Commercial activities related to the ocean,
including fishing, sea transportation, extrac
tion of minerals from the sea, and marine wea
ther forecasting, are expanding in scope and im
portance. Each of these activities is directly
concerned with both the physical and economic
well being of the United States, and for that
matter, the world community.

Most of the previous effort and experience
in remote sensing of oceanographic data utiliz
ing both aircraft and spacecraft has been carried
out under the auspices of this SPOC Project. A
brief listing of the notable activities and ac
complishments of this project follows:
1. Between March 1966, and April 1968,
thirteen special oceanographic missions have
been flown in such diverse areas as Bermuda, the
Mississippi Delta, the coastal waters off New
foundland, and the region above Iceland, utiliz
ing NASA's two remote-sensing aircraft operated
by the Manner Spacecraft Center at Houston, Tex
as.

Reflecting this, the Marine Resources and
Engineering Development Act of 1966 set forth
certain national goals with respect to Marine
Science, from which the following specific ob
jectives for ocean activity can be derived:
o

Enhancement of Commerce and Transpor
tation,
Increase harvest from the sea.

Improvement of forecasting weather
and ocean conditions
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marine science, has four basic goals:

2. Study of global data obtained from such
satellites as TIROS, Nimbus, and Gemini.

o
o

3. Detection of fish schools and fish oil
slicks on color aerial photography.

o
o

4. Feasibility of detecting wave heights
utilizing a radar scatterometer determined off
Newfoundland and Iceland.

Protection of health and property
Enhancement of commerce, transpor
tation, and national security
Rehabilitation of commercial fisheries
Increased utilization of resources

There are eight objectives related to these
goals as shown in Figure 1. These objectives
span the gamut of this nation's interests in the
world oceans, from a parochial interest in sup
porting fisheries to an interest in cooperating
with other nations. Sub-objectives were identi
fied which further defined categories of interest
in the marine environment. Using these goals as
a base, it is possible to specify essential know
ledge requirements. As an example, in order to
enhance transportation, knowledge of how to route
ships through polar regions and around areas of
high seas is valuable. Similarly, in order to
increase the harvest from the sea, a knowledge
of how to predict the migration pattern of fish i
schools would be valuable.

5. Detection of such major ocean currents as
the Gulf Stream, Kurshio, and Agulhas currents,
using computer printouts of high-resolution in
frared data from Nimbus II.
6. Determination of water depths, reefs,
correct atoll configurations, river, and bay ef
fluent patterns and upwelling zones through anal
ysis of Gemini photography.
7. Detection of sea ice location, boundaries
and movements from radar, passive microwave, high
resolution infrared and television imagery.
Many of these results are portrayed either in
black and white or color photographs in a 44-page
brochure entitled "United States Activities in
Spacecraft Oceanography" which was prepared for
the National Council on Marine Resources and En
gineering Development by NASA-NAVOCEANO, with the
assistance of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
and the Environmental Science Services Administra
tion. 3

The next step was to determine the marine
phenomena related to these knowledge requirements.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 relate marine phenomena to
knowledge requirements such as ship routing, fish
predicting, sea state, and pollutant monitoring.
At this point, it was possible to apply a coarse
filter to these phenomena to determine which
might be observed from space or deduced from
space-gathered data. Those phenomena, which are
space-observable or space-deducible, are indica
ted by asterisks in Figures 2, 3, and 4.

The results of this previous work are summar
ized with respect to sensors utilized and oceanrelated phenomena measured or detected in Table 1.

In order to gain a quantitative idea of the
characteristics of these knowledge requirements,
representatives of various user agencies such as
NASA, the U.S.Navy, and the Departments of Trans
portation, Commerce, and Interior were consulted,
along with outside consultants in the field. Al
so, studies and reports such as the "National Re
quirements for Marine Meterological and Oceano
graphic Data, 1967" ^ were reviewed. From this,
quantitative values for knowledge requirement
were summarized as shown in Table 2.

User Requirements
Need for Information
It has become exceedingly evident that the
ocean is an integral part of our environmental
and socio-economic system. Economic activities
in the marine environment have increased tremen
dously over the last two decades. Oil extraction
from the continental shelf, offshore mining acti
vities, exploitation of the food resources of the
sea, and transportation have all grown in import
ance .

Space Technology
Introduction

All of these marine-related activities ---surface, subsurface, above surface ---- impose a
requirement for information and knowledge of the
ocean and the air-sea interface. Each has its
own specific information requirements: 'the mer
chant mariner requires information concerning
weather and currents; the fisherman requires in
formation to aid in fish prediction.

After examining both the broad technological
base and the individual sensor configurations
which would be applicable to the remote sensing
of significant oceanographic parameters, the con
clusion was reached that an orderly development
of a meaningful space oceanographic system is
possible. Several technology developments are
required to support the program discussed herein.

In order to determine the feasibility of and
justification for a space oceanographic system,
it was first necessary to establish a list of re
quirements, and then to evaluate the capability
of space oceanographic systems to meet these re
quirements .

More specifically, it was found that pro
grams such as TIROS, ATS, and Nimbus have pro
duced specific sensor results in the areas of
long-life television and IR radiometry that have
direct bearing to ocean surface temperature and
sea state monitoring. Various sensor develop
ments conducted in support of advanced Nimbus
have produced confidence in the feasibility of
spaceborne microwave scatterometers and radio
meters which, when combined with presently opera
tional sensors, would add a valuable all-weather,
day-night capability to an oceanographic satel
lite.

Derivation of Requirements
The National Policy, as stated in the Marine
Resources and Engineering Development Act of 1966,
was used as the starting point for establishment
of a requirements list. This policy, intended to
develop, encourage, and maintain a. coordinated,
comprehensive, long-range national program in
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PHENOMENA PARAMETERS
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FIGURE 1 - FLOW CHART OF DEVIATION OF OCEANOGRAPHIC REQUIREMENTS
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A tabulation of characteristics of this
equipment is given in Table 4. •

The Interrogating, Recording, and Locating
System (IRLS) segment of the Nimbus satellite,
with its projected growth in capability, affords
an oceanographic satellite with an all but offthe-shelf facility for buoy interrogation and
readout.

TV Imaging Sensor - The TV sensor suggested
for the space oceanography application is based
on a 2000-line vidicon camera tube, which, if em
ployed in a 3-channel system (red, green, blue),
could produce color imagery useful for analysis
of currents, waves, upwelling, etc.

Finally, the technology that applies to the
spacecraft as an instrument carrier, namely pro
viding proper energy environment and platform
characteristics, was surveyed. It was found that
spacecraft already flight-proven can accommodate
meaningful sensing payloads for oceanographic mis
sions. Additional reasonable growth capabilities
include:
o

Payloads up to 15,000 pounds can be hand
led by the ATLAS and TITAN boosters today,
with over 100,000 pounds attainable by
Saturn V.

o

Power generation of 3 to 5 kilowatts from
solar panels during the early 1970 's plus
tens of kilowatts by 1975 can be expected.

o

Nuclear power sources such as SNAP 8 or
SNAP 10A can produce between 500 watts
per module now with a growth to 35 kilo
watts in 1975.

o

Thermal control from within fractions of
a degree to a few degrees is possible,
depending on component criticality.

o

Attitude control within a fraction of a
degree deadband with attitude rates of
the order of 10
degrees/second are pre
sently attainable, with an order of mag
nitude improvement possible by 1975.

Tabulation of characteristics of a repre
sentative example of this equipment is given in
Table 5.
Microwave Radiometer - The primary consid
erations in the design of a surface-measuring
microwave radiometer are temperature accuracy and
resolution requirements, immunity to undesirable
surface and atmospheric effects, and the degree
of precipitation penetration desired. With the
all-weather emphasis in the sensing requirements,
and with moderate rainfall (defined as 4mm/hr), a
C-band microwave radiometer was chosen as a good
compromise.
A tabulation of characteristics of this
equipment is given in Table 6.
Microwave Scatterometer - Scatterometry
for oceanographic purposes involves the measure
ment of ocean backscatter coefficient as a func
tion of grazing angle, and inferring from this
the ocean surface roughness or sea state. The
prime parameter selection is the choice of elec
tromagnetic wavelength at which this backscatter
data will be gathered. There is a question as to
whether the wavelength should be approximately
equal to the maximum or average wave height to be
measured. Antenna considerations arising from
propagation geometries which appear useful for
remote sensing from space favor the shortest wave
lengths. The sensor selected for space oceano
graphic applications (L-Band) was a compromise
between these two opposing views.

These findings have led to the conclusion
that spacecraft platforms are available in the
range of performance and calendar time envisioned
for a space oceanographic system.

A tabulation of characteristics of this
equipment is given in Table 7.

Two areas of caution do, however, exist. One
is that the operational employment of some of the
applicable sensors, especially those with high
resolution and large swath capability, can result
in data handling problems that are extremely ex
pensive to solve. The other is that the distinc
tion between data production and data utilization
must be recognized. Considerable learning in the
area of deriving information useful to the oceanographer from data provided by the sensors will
continue to be required.

Synthetic Aperture Radar - The synthetic
aperture radar would be used in a space oceano
graphic data collection system for high resolu'
tion mapping of coast lines, shoals, and exposed
reefs, ice extent and characteristics, and to a
limited degree, sea state determination.
This
sensor is developmental. Technology effort is
required in antenna and power handling components
to improve existing failure rates. A determined
effort could produce this radar by 1973, and re
duced access swath widths could be achieved earl
ier with a smaller antenna.

Sensor Descriptions
Space-borne sensors which are specifically
applicable to gathering oceanographic information
to satisfy objectives are listed in Table 3 along
with their spectral response characteristics.
Each sensor is briefly described in the following
paragraphs .

A tabulation of characteristics of this
equipment is given in Table 8.
Infrared Spectrometer - An infrared spectro
meter is an infrared radiometer which has the addi
tional capability of investigating the radiation
power density with wavelength. Its use in space
oceanography would primarily support fishing oper
ations by recognizing the "spectral signature 11 of
fish schools as often indicated by oil slicks on
the surface.

Infrared Radiometer - The infrared radiometer
utilized in space oceanography should be capable
of detecting ocean temperatures, ice characteris
tics and cloud cover. As a result of these re
quirements, an adoption of the Nimbus THIR de
sign is considered. The THIR employs 2 channels,
one with 7m rad field of view at 10.5^Jto
12.5JJintended for surface temperature sensing,
and one with a 21m rad field of view at 6.5p
to 7JJ intended for atmospheric humidity sensing.

The following characteristics of an infrared
spectrometer for this purpose could be expected:
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TABLE 3 - SPECTRAL COVERAGE

SENSOR TYPE

VISIBLE
(0.4y-.8M)

Photo Film

X

TV

X

Infrared
Radiometer

NEAR INFRARED
(0.8n-4u)

MIDDLE IR
(4M-13M)

MICROWAVE

X

(Only to 1.5y)
X

X

X

X

Synthetic
Aperture
Radar

1 - 30 cm

Microwave
Scatterometer

10 - 70 cm
10 - 60 gc
1 - 60 gc

Microwave
Radiometer
Infrared
Spectrometer

X
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STICS
TABLE 4 - IR RADIOMETER (ADAPTED NIMBUS THIR) CHARACTERI

Altitude - 300 nautical miles
Filter - 10.5^ - 12.5^
Field of View - 7m rad
2
Collecting Aperture - 110 cm (5-inch diameter)
Scan Period - 0.5 second
Information Bandwidth - 1.82 kc
Noise Equivalent Temperature
Difference (Netd) at 0.043° C @ 300°K
Indicated Temperature 0.414° C @ 185°K
Operating Temperature - 20 C
Detector - Immersed Thermistor Bolometer
Detector Size - 0.22mm x 0.22mm
Weight - 20 pounds
Power - 7 watts
Spatial Resolution - 2.1 nautical miles x 2.1 nautical miles
Total Swath - 720 nautical miles
Coverage - Continuous
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TABLE 5 - TV SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS

Instantaneous Field of View - 0.24 Rad (72 nautical miles)
Total Swath - 720 nautical miles (10 frames)
Spacecraft Motion During 10 Frames - 72 nautical miles (18 seconds)
Open Shutter Per Frame - 1. 8 seconds (maximum)
Resolution - 216 feet (at suborbital point)
Camera Lines - 2000
Information Bandwidth - 2.2 me (per channel)
Camera Type - Vidicon
Color TV - three channels; 6.6 me bandwidth
Weight - 40 pounds
Power - 150 watts
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TABLE 6 - MICROWAVE RADIOMETER CHARACTERISTICS

Band C - f = 6 Gc; A. = 0.05M
Instantaneous Field of View - 43m rad
Antenna - 3.5 feet in diameter dish
Polarization - Horizontal and vertical
Noise Figure - 2
Bandwidth - 0.6 Gc
Integration Time - 0.059 second
Total Swath - 720 nautical miles
Scanning - Continuous
Weight - 40 pounds
Power - 20 watts
Resolution - 13 nautical miles
Resolution - 0.2°K
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TABLE 7 - MICROWAVE SCATTEROMETER CHARACTERISTICS

Band - "L" (1 Gc; X= 0.33M)
Geometry - Side looking
Vertical Aperture - 45 degrees (0.79 rad)
Horizontal Aperture - 14.3 degrees (0.25 rad)
Antenna Dimensions - 1. 26 feet x 3. 96 feet
Number of Angle Integrators I
\
Number of Range Boxes
Unambiguous Range Interval - 130 + 70 = 200 nautical miles
PRF - 420 cps; PRI - 2.4msec
Pulse Width - 15.6 Msec
Bandwidth - 64 kc
Number of Pulses Integrated - 2000
Pulse Integration Time -4.8 seconds
{Spacecraft Motion - 19.2 nautical miles
Prime Power - 30 watts (to allow for reduced backscatter far
from vertical)
Weight - 30 pounds (electronics) + 10 pounds (antenna) + 25 pounds (power)
65 pounds total
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TABLE 8 - SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR CHARACTERISTICS

Band - C f = 5.6 Gc
Resolution - 100 feet
<T0 -

-25 dB

Contrast - 10 dB
Altitude - 300 nautical miles
Antenna -

40 feet x 6. 65 feet (265 ft2)

Instantaneous Swath - 20.5 nautical miles - 29. 5 nautical miles
(depending on ground range)
Access Swath - 85 nautical miles - 360 nautical miles either side
(one side at a time)
Bandwidth - 6 me (stretch processed)
Prime Power - 3.4kW
Weight - 1960 pounds
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o
o
o

Weight - 50 to 75 pounds
Power - 50 to 100 watts
Swath - 720 nautical miles

o
o
o

Multispectral Camera - The camera suggested
for space oceanographic applications is similar
to that employed on Lunar Orbiter, but with the
addition of a scanning reflector and provision
for multiple film/filter combinations.

Capacity -- 48 minutes
Weight -- 73 pounds
Power -- 115 watts

For communication, two down links were exam
ined as being appropriate to space oceanography;
a VHF link for a 150 kc bandwidth which would be
appropriate to low information producing sensors
and an S-band link of 6mc bandwidth which would
be useful for high resolution data. Both of
these links are typical of presently operational
equipment.

It consists of four individual 24-inch focal
length, body-mounted cameras employing a 70mm x
70mm film format, and arranged to view the same
area on the ocean surface. This focal length and
film format permit image frames 35 nautical miles
square at nadir which can be utilized in the in
vestigation of the color effects of currents, upwelling, bottom characteristics and the like.

Summary - In addition to these current capa
bilities and characteristics for selected sensors,
predictions have been made for improvement in op
erational capabilities (resolutions, swath width,
sensitivity, etc.) in the next few years which is
an important consideration in assessing the fut
ure application of space technology to oceano
graphic data collection.

With the use of panchromatic film, all wave
lengths of light can be reproduced while radiation
in the near-infrared can be used to form images on
infrared sensitive films. Through the use of mul
tiple cameras, each with its own unique film and
filter combination, multiple images of the same
ocean area can be collected. Tonal differences
on the films will reveal, or provide substantial
clues to, the identity of recorded objects. A
conventional filter film combination for use with
black and white would be a Wratten (minus blue)
filter with panchromatic film. In addition to the
Wratten filter, which would be common to all four
cameras, additional primary color filters could be
employed to permit reconstruction of full color
imagery and be compatible with color enhancement
processing on the ground.

A summary of these more important operational
features of the sensors just reviewed, plus a
1974 capability state of art prediction, is given
in Table 10.
Booster Capability - A review of U.S. rocket
booster performance shows that equipment is avail
able to place payloads from 100 to 100,000 pounds
into orbits ranging in altitude from 100 nautical
miles to synchronous (approx. 20,000 nautical
miles). This is graphically summarized in Fig. 5.
Coverage Capabilities - Utilizing sensors
previously described on a platform of sufficient
size and weight-carrying capability will give
earth coverage of varying frequency depending on
altitude and swath width characteristics.

A tabulation of characteristics of a repre
sentative example of this equipment is given in
'Table 9.

Trade-offs associated with the accurate sel
ection of orbits for performing earth surveil
lance are complex and interrelated. Selection of
one representative but unoptimized orbit was,
therefore, made to illustrate the type of general
coverage that could be achieved. The coverage
represented by this orbit is also used in the fol
lowing sections to illustrate benefits of space/
oceanographic data collection.

Interrogating, Recording and Locating System
(IRLS) - Buoys will play an important role in any
oceanographic data collection system. They can
provide a "3-D" sensing capability not achievable
from direct satellite sensing, plus ground truth
information for verification of directly sensed
phenomena and calibration of space-borne instru
ments, such as infrared and microwave radiometers.
A very logical means of collecting this in
formation from the buoys on a world-wide basis
would be to transmit it directly to an oceano
graphic satellite (the one doing the direct sens
ing, for instance).

Illustrative orbit parameters are as follows:
Altitude
Inclination
Eccentricity
Period
Orbits per day
Launch Pad
Intercept between
successive passes
at Equator

The IRLS presently planned for Nimbus satel
lites has adequate capabilities in its planned
growth for use on a space oceanographic satellite.
In its earliest configuration, it provides for 20
discreet platform addresses (with location capa
bility for each addressee) and 20,000 bits of data
storage per orbit.

300 nmi
90°
0.0 (Circular)
96 Min
15
Pacific Missile Range
1440 nmi

A single satellite with a 720-mile swath
covers approximately 70 percent of the ocean
surface on a daily basis. A second satellite
can be placed in orbit so that the entire earth
is covered twice daily.

Qn-Board Recording and Communication - An
existing magnetic tape video recorder has suffi
cient performance to handle the data produced by
both the high resolution color TV and the synthe
tic aperture radar as proposed for the space
oceanographic mission. This recorder, already
space qualified, has the following characteris
tics:

Figure 6 illustrates earth coverage by a sin
gle satellite with a 720 mile swath width and 300
nautical mile altitude. Coverage is shown by the
shading on the map; portions not covered in one
day are shown on non-shaded areas.

Type -- RCA 602
Frequency Response -- 30 Hz to 6 Mhz

Due to the characteristics of the orbit alti%
tude and sensor swath width being used, the entire
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TABLE 9 - MULTISPECTRAL CAMERA SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Ground Resolution
Altitude

-

-

50 feet at nadir

300 nautical miles

Instantaneous Swath -

35 nautical miles x 35 nautical miles (at nadir)

Access Swath

-

Nadir to ± 360 nautical miles (cross track)

Prime Power

-

160 watts average; 320 watts peak

Film

-

70 mm

Size of Camera System
Temp Control

-

- 2 feet x 3 feet x 4 feet

(±) 2° F

In-Flight Processing

-

Bimat Transfer Processing System

Weight Breakdown:
Cameras (with scanning head)
Film
Bimat
Total
Type Film

-

800 pounds

Panchromatic

Resolution on Film

-

600
100
100

60 Ip/mm
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216-foot
spatial
resolution
color
0.04 to ,4°C
2.1 nautical
miles (Res. )

Current

Current

1973

No

Partial

Yes

Yes /No

Yes /Yes

Yes/Yes

This is developemental both
technologically and opera
tionally. More experimen
tation needed.
Coverage depends upon num
ber of buoys used. BuoySatellite mix must be studied.

Extend to visi
ble and UV
regions
Same
as
current

Infrared wave
lengths only

Surface and
subsurface
measurements
transmit to
•attelite

1973

Current

No

Yes

Yes/No

Yes/Yes

Spectrometer

Buoys

7 nautical
miles

Current and advance tech
nology no problem. Operational
limitations phould be further
investigated.
0.2° C
13 nautical
miles

1971

Yes

Yes/Yes

Microwave Radiometer

0.2°

Determination
of backseat tering coefficient
19. 2 nautical
miles grid
spacing

1971

Yes

High power consumption
and large information band
width. Development needed
to make it suitable for space
, Current and advanced tech
nology no problem - Detail
requirements for optimum
information return must be
investigated

Yes/Yes

Same as current
capability 14.4
nautical miles
grid spacing

100-foot spatial
resolution

86-foot
spatial
resolution
color

50-foot spatial
resolution
multispectral
imagery

1969

No

Yes/No

Current capability suffi
cient for requirements.
Absolute temperature
correlation needed

Large information bandwidth.
Color quality questionable

0. 5-foot spatial
resolution
multispectral
imagery

REMARKS
Heavy installation.
Information return may be
a problem

1974
CAPABILITY

EARLY
CAPABILITY

AVAILABILITY
FOR SPACE

ALL
WEATHER

DAY/
NIGHT

Scatterometer

Synthetic Aperture Radar

Infrared

Television

Photographic

SENSORS

TABLE 10 - SENSOR CAPABILITIES SUMMARY
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FIGURE 6 - EARTH COVERAGE, ONE SATELLITE, 720-MILE SWATH WIDTH
300 NAUTICAL MILES ALTITUDE

the auspices of the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
ESSA, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, U. S. Coast
Guard, Naval Oceanographic Office, National Sci
ence Foundation, Naval Research Laboratory, and pri
vate and educational institutions such as Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution and Scripps Insti
tution of Oceanography take to the sea each year
for periods of weeks to months to collect scienti
fic data in various parts of the ocean. Deployment
of these vessels for 1968 is shown on Figure 7.

shaded area between 60 degrees N and 60 degrees S
will be seen at least once per day and at many lo
cations, twice a day. For latitudes greater than
60 degrees N or 60 degrees S, the average coverage
is greater than twice a day.
The non-shaded area between ground traces is
not covered by a single satellite. It is easily
seen, however, that a second satellite with a 720mile swath width and with orbit traces located
midway between those of the first, will give com
plete earth coverage at least once per day, and in
most areas, twice.

In addition to these annual forays of scien
tific ships, expeditions have been mounted for ex
tended coverage of specific ocean areas to make a
"study in depth" of oceanographic conditions.
Representative of this type of expedition are the
International Indian Ocean Expedition and the In
ternational Cooperative Investigation of the Tro
pical Atlantic.

System Postulation and Evaluation - Utilizing
previous quantitative information on user require
ments and space sensor capabilities and character
istics, time-phased satellite systems can be pos
tulated and evaluated as to their capability to
satisfy national objectives.

The International Indian Ocean Expedition was
conducted between 1959 and 1964, including par
ticipants from the United States and 14 other
countries, involving 180 research cruises, and
the cost approximated $60 million. The Inter
national Cooperative Investigation of the Trop
ical Atlantic was conducted in February and
August of 1963, and included 14 vessels from
seven nations and 16 vessels from 10 nations,
respectively, including the United States.

System postulation was done with due regard to
sensor capabilities, space platform capabilities,
and time phased state of art improvement consider
ations for all components.
Evaluation was done through the use of a system
effectiveness model which considered satisfaction
of sensing requirements, data lag, degradation due
to low light and clouds of the various sensor sys 1tems. Also, the cost of each system was estimated.

In all of these cases, the data collected
consisted of atmospheric, ocean surface, sub
surface, and bottom characteristics. Included in
this was meteorology data, sea surface tempera
ture, sea state, sub-surface temperature, current,
geological and biological samples, etc.

Results of this postulation and evaluation for
three phased systems is given in Table 11.
Capability of these three systems to sense
oceanographic phenomena as a result of this sen
sor compliment is shown in Table 12.

Remembering the capability for oceanographic
sensing represented by satellite configurations
previously postulated, consider what world-wide
daily synoptic coverage of sea state, surface tem
perature, ice extent, meteorological conditions,
surface current location, etc., may be obtained in
areas that can be, at best, spottily covered by
ships. Hence, savings can be realized in research
ship operations by relieving them of the need for
observing those things that can be sensed from
space. Also, efficiency is increased by allowing
the research ship to concentrate on "in depth" lo
cal measurements. Add to this strategically placed
oceanographic data buoys with readout capability to
this same satellite and efficient use of research
vessel time becomes even greater. It is possible
information obtained via satellite will enhance,
that of research vessels, and even guide them
to new locations for added meaningful data.

From this information, it may be seen that,
technologically speaking, collection of data in
support of acknowledged national goals in the
ocean is feasible. Implementation of these tech
nical systems on a time-phased basis is still de
pendent on much state-of-art improvement in most
systems and subsystems.
Space/Ocean Advantages
Introduction
The preceding information has shown that space
oceanographic data collection systems are techni
cally feasible and can be postulated to satisfy
requirements of national oceanographic objectives.
This portion of the discussion provides speci
fic examples wherein ocean data collection from
space has particular advantages over current
methods. The examples fall into three categories
as follows:

The real impact of this is best illustrated
by Figure 7 which shows satellite coverage (two
tracks only) superimposed on the world oceano
graphic coverage chart.

General ocean exploration
Oceanic commerce and transportation
Commercial fishing

In addition, with any world-wide data system,
there will be the accompanying problem of data
transmission to regional processing centers. For
maximum operational value, such data should be
transmitted in a mode which can closely approximate
real time. Illustrated in Figure 8 is a schematic
representation of a communication net required for
a hypothetical world-wide buoy network. This fig
ure shows that real time transmission to a data
center such as the National Oceanographic Data
Center is almost impossible. Transmission delays
could be several days. However, a satellite in a
polar orbit, with communications coverage (single

These examples are not intended to be exhaus
tive, but representative of what can be realized
in the next few years. A complete list is left
to the imagination and initiative of the readers.
Ocean Exploration
Certain phases of ocean exploration benefit all
phases of ocean activity in support of national
objectives. To this end, research vessels under
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Microwave
Scatterometer
Synthetic Aperture
Radar
Absorption
Spectrometer
Interrogation and
Recording

Microwave
Radiometer

Infrared Radiometer
Television

Interrogation and
Recording

Surface Temperature (Cont)
Medium Resolution Imagery(Cont)
Low Resolution Surface Tem
perature and Imagery (Cont)
Sea State (Cont)

Infrared Radiometer
Television
Microwave
Radiometer
Microwave
Scatterometer
Multispectral Camera
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300
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High Resolution Imagery
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Surface Spectral Analysis
(Cont)
Buoy Readout (Point)

Surface Temperature (Cont)
Medium Resolution Imagery
(Cont and Point)
Medium Resolution Surface
Temperature and Imagery
(Cont)
Sea State (Cont)

High Res. Multispectral
Imagery (Point)
Buoy Readout (Point)

Surface Temperature (Cont)
Medium Resolution Imagery(Cont
Low Resolution Surface Tem
perature and Imagery (Cont)
Buoy Readout (Point)

Infrared Radiometer
Television
Micro-wave
Radiometer
Interrogation and
Recording

90

300

1970

0.75

0.70

0.46

FORE
CASTING

1

PRINCIPAL FUNCTION

SENSORS

INCLINATION
(DEGREES)

ALTITUDE
(NAUTICAL
MILES)

TIME
PERIOD

POSTU
LATED
SYSTEM

0.62

0.60

0. 10

COMM
ERCE

0.47

0.39

0.23

FOOD
FROM
SEA

0.50

0.50

0.11

TRANS
PORTATION

EFFECTIVENESS

0.64

0.59

0.28

TOTAL

TABLE 11 - SUMMARY TABLE, POSTULATED SPACE OCEANOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS
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FIGURE 7 - WORLD OCEANOGRAPHIC COVERAGE CHART
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Accurate and continuous knowledge of these
three items can provide for optimum routing of
ships port-to-port with attendant savings in op
erating expense and delivery time.

track only) shown in Figure 8, will be able to
read out such platforms on the average of once
every 12 hours. Data may be dumped to the three
existing receiving stations within 6 to 12 hours
after collection, and would eliminate the need of
establishing the complicated net shown in Figure
8. Real time capability could be greatly enhanced
by transmitting to synchronous satellites.

Optimal routing of ships is currently prac
ticed by the Military Sea Transport Service (MSTS)
and some commercial organizations. However, this
optimal routing is based strictly on current wea
ther conditions and forecasts. While these exist
in a reasonable form for the North Atlantic, and
to some extent for the North Pacific, the Southern
Hemisphere has very little coverage of this type
of information. The world-wide capability of a
satellite with sensing characteristics mentioned
previously to gather information daily on wea
ther conditions, sea-state, and ice flow would
considerably improve this optimal routing.

Finally, throughout the last two decades
theoretical probes have evolved mathematical
models to describe ocean processes. Testing of
these models leaves much to be desired because of
the lack of synoptic world-wide data. For example,
the development of wave theory in the last two de
cades has resulted in mathematical models which
describe the life history of waves and consequent
ly sea-state from initial generation through the
period of a fully arisen sea. to final decay and
disappearance. There are only two locations in
the world that can provide accurate wave or seastate data: Ocean Station India, and the U.S.Navy
Station at Argus Island off Bermuda. Satellite
sea-state data will provide in a short time data
to test such wave models in any ocean, and then
will provide continuous information to permit max
imum exploitation of these models for prediction
and study of sea-state.

Daily sensing of ocean ice conditions would
be of considerable benefit to the heavy North At
lantic commercial traffic between the North Amer
ican continent and Europe. Commercial shipping
in the North Atlantic Ocean utilizes certain
tracks in proceeding back and forth from America
to Europe as shown in Figure 9. The tracks are
used by ships of thirteen companies including the
United States Line, the Cunard Line, the HollandAmerica Line, etc., which are parties to the North
Atlantic Track Agreement.

Oceanic Commerce and Transportation

The tracks were designed first to reduce the
risk of collision by separating east and west
bound traffic, and secondly to reduce the danger
of collision with ice during the ice season when
sea ice and icebergs may drift as far south as
the latitude of New York. Hence, the tracks are
utilized on a calendar basis, i.e., Track C,
(Northern) July 1 to April 10; Track B, (Southern)
April 11 to June 30. The Extra Southern (A) is
only used when ice threatens shipping on the South
ern Track. The Southern Tracks (A & B) are longer
than the Northern Track (C) .

As the petroleum and mineral industries con
tinue to expand into world-wide ocean operations,
certain synoptic oceanographic information is nec
essary for their efficient and safe operation.
These include:
a. Statistical data on ocean currents, wave
spectra, winds, etc., for design of coastal and
off-shore structures.
b. Weather information for daily operations.
c. Information concerning sea-state, currents,
and other data required for optimum orientation of
off-shore rigs.
d. Ocean parameters such as temperature, seastate, currents, and other data necessary for long
range operations planning.

If the use of the tracks on a rigid calendar
basis could be eliminated by supplying continuous
ice information from a satellite observation sys-;
tern, the Northern Track could be kept open when
no ice threatens. As a result, running time be
tween Europe and North America could be kept to a
minimum, with consequent savings of time and fuel;.

Currently, this information is known in vary
ing degrees of accuracy for those parts of the
earth contiguous to land masses or in normal ship
ping lanes. However, as mineral extraction opera
tions expand into the polar regions, southern hem
isphere, etc., a means of obtaining this informa
tion on a world-wide daily basis must be found.

A satellite equipped with sensors as described
previously which would give daily information on
ice extent and location, would greatly increase ef
ficiency of these shipping operations.

A satellite in polar orbit with coverage as
shown in Figure 6, carrying instrumentation for
sea-state, weather, temperature, etc., could give
these conditions world-wide on a daily basis.
Couple this with a strategically placed buoy net
work reading out to the satellite surface weather
conditions, sub-surface temperature and currents,
sea swells, and tidal information, and it can be
seen that the information requirements of commer
cial organizations would be satisfied to a greater
degree than with current methods for new site se
lection and new and old site operation.

Commercial Fishing
It has been estimated that scouting for fish
may take up to 80% of the time spent by commercial
fishing organizations during a fishing expedition*
Reduction of this scouting time by improved know
ledge of precise fish locations and their migra
tory habits, would greatly enhance commercial fish
ing operations.
Great strides have been made in studying the
migration of various fish and correlating these
migrations with variations in the marine environ
ment. Forecasts of fish availability for species
such as Albacore on the West Coast, or Skipjack
off Hawaiij rely in part on predicted changes in
the marine environment, principally changes in
ocean temperature. Such forecasts have been is
sued on an annual basis for the last seven years

As for ocean transportation (shipping), there
are three characteristics of the ocean which must
be known in order to increase efficiency and safe
ty of ocean passages. These are:
Weather
o
Sea-state
o
Ice conditions
o
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INTERCHANGEABLE Tracks
CAUTION.— StMBMn «tz« F and G tracks must, when bound
WEST keep 10 miles north of the trmck, and when bound EAST keep
10 miles south of the track as laid down on this chart.
The lane routes are liable to alterations who. owing to abnormal
ice conditions, it is considered advisable by tfct rtilinlilp lines who
e parties to the North Atlantic Track
o these alterations will be
otice of
Notice
Oceanographic Office.

EASTBOUND Tracks
WESTBOUND Tracks

ABC Indicate routes to and from U. S. Ports,
" " " " Canadian»
D E F G "

EXPLANATION
The trades shown on this chart, with
certain exceptions as noted to the right,
represent the NORTH ATLANTIC
LANE ROUTES to and from the south
of Ireland and the English Channel re
vised Jan. 1950, by the North Atlantic
Track Agreement.
TO SOUTH OF IRELAND, AND OTHER ROUTES

NORTH ATLANTIC LANE ROUTES

FIGURE 9 - COMMERCIAL SHIPPING IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC OCEAN

the tracks recommended by the U. S. Naval
NOTE.—The exceptions referred to in the "Explanation" are
to and from Pentland Firth and Gibraltar to the
Oceanographic Office: (1) for full-powered steamers to be followed
conform to the turning points on Tracks "B" and "C"
turning points of Tracks "A" (these turning points also
to United States and Gulf ports from St. Georges anda English
when in use); (2) the tracks for low-powered steamerslow-powered
steamers from the Straits of Florida to turning
Channels, and Gibraltar; (3) the tracks for full and steamers from
a turning point of Track "A" to Abaco.
point of Track "A"; (4) also the track for full-powered
points on Tracks "B" and "C".
The latter two tracks also conform to the shifting of the turning
the periods for which they are to be used.
Distances are given on these tracks, and in some instancesire
recommended by the U. S. Naval Oceanographic
These tracks, as well as other tracks to be followed, wUeh
Chirti of the month for which they should be used.
Office, will always be found on the face of the Pilott Chute

point where it is possible to postulate satellite
systems that will do the required data collection.
Also, specific examples of this benefit of space
oceanographic sensing to several activities have
been illustrated.

by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Laboratory
at LaJolla, California, as part of a continuing
development program. As yet, there is no clear
understanding of cause and effect relationships
between environmental changes and fishery changes.
However, in spite of this, and in spite of the
sparsity of temperature data, there has been
enough success to indicate a good potential in
this forecasting concept. Also, in the Atlantic
Ocean, location of the Gulf Stream is an important
determination to Atlantic fishermen. Presently,
charts (NAVOCEANO) of this phenomena are drawn
from average temperature values for 1 degree chart
sequences as shown in Figure 10, but this proce
dure smooths out temperature gradients and gives
only monthly average locations.

Much yet has to be done in sensor develop
ment, system analysis and design, space-obtained
data interpretations, and system implementation
in order that the capabilities of the postulated
systems may be realized during the 1970's. How
ever, from a technological point of view, space
oceanographic data collection is feasible and
will be of benefit to the scientific and commer
cial activities of the oceans of the world.
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Ocean upwelling zones give another clue to
the possible location of fish. These areas are
characterized by the surfacing of water rich in
nutrients and, hence, represent good feeding
grounds for many species of fish, including all
small pelagic fish and their natural predators.
Currently, certain upwelling zones along the North
and South American continents are well known,
while in other parts of the world, they are lo
cated by predictions based on sparse knowledge
of ocean currents and meteorological factors, or
by actual location on the part of observers on
the spot. This leaves location of rich fishing
zones in the Indian, Western, and Southern Paci
fic Oceans to a rather hit or miss process.
Consider, however, the improvement to fish
ing operations that could be realized by the use
of a satellite described previously which has
sensors on board that can give daily world-wide
information on ocean temperature gradients as re
presented by the image of the location of the Gulf
Stream (shown in Figure 11), and photographic
images of upwelling areas as shown in Figure 12.
With this technological capability, the space
oceanographic sensing system has the capability of
providing data to those groups concerned with lo
cation, extraction, and conservation of various
elements of "food" from the sea. The available
data would be of value in:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Location of pelagic fish schools,
Measurement of pelagic fish population.
Tracking pelagic fish migrations.
Determination of optimum weather condi
tions for operations.
Derivation of possible locations and
habits of fish other than pelagic.

As can be readily understood, the availabil
ity of this kind of information to the fishing
community has the potential of making operations
considerably more efficient. In addition, it
could provide information on fish population which
would be necessary in taking a fish census. This
may be essential in the conservation of certain
fish types so that as food from the sea becomes
more important in solving the food problem, cer
tain species of food-bearing fish are not depleted
completely.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, facts brought out in this pa
per have shown that there are oceanographic data
collection requirements in support of national
objectives that can be collected by remote (and/
or ocean based buoy readout) sensing satellites.
Space and sensor technology has progressed to the
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FIGURE 10 - GULF STREAM POSITION
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FIGURE 12 - UPWELLING AREAS

